
In the jungle of Tiger Tiger, magni�cent beasts are prowling... and for those with the stamina and
cunning to �nd them, the rewards are immense. Live the wild life in this 5 x 4, 25 payline adventure.

Stacked symbols offer massive wins across the reels, wilds can appear on three reels, while the golden
tiger scatter symbol wins you big paying free spins with a special high-paying reel set and the chance

of retriggers ready to pounce with no limits!

ID: 10085
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Global release

OCTOBER 18, 2021
RTP

95,15%
HIT Frequency

17,68%
Volatility

MEDIUM-HIGH
Default Max win

100.000 €



Paylines

25
Default bet size

1 €
Default bet range

0,25 € - 50 €
Default max multiplier

X 2 000
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Game features

Scatter

The “Golden Tiger” Scatter Symbol can land
only on reels 2, 3 and 4. 3 scatter symbols
award 10 free spins.

Free Spins

During free spins, there are more of the
instant cash money symbols and more of the
Cash Collect symbols available on the reels!
Plus, you can still hit 3 scatters and trigger
another 10 free spins. The re-triggers
permitted are in�nite - no limits!
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Wilds

The “Hidden Tiger” Wild symbol can land only
on reels 2, 3 and 4. It substitutes for all symbols
except for a scatter or Cash Collect symbol.

Cash Collect

The reels have 'Quickhit Money' symbols on
them as well as 'jackpots'. These may land in
any number of combinations only on reels 1, 2,
3 and 4. If the “Monkey” quickhit collect
symbol which is only on reel 5 lands, then the
player collects all the visible “Quickhit Money”.
This can include winning ALL 4 (Mini, Minor,
Major and Grand) jackpot amounts at once.
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Game rules

Welcome to Tiger Tiger video slot with its Quick Hit Money Collect Feature including Mini to Grand
jackpots, Wilds and Scatters.

ABOUT THE GAME

Tiger Tiger is a 5×4 Video Slot with 25 paylines paying left to right. The slot features 5 high pay
symbols and 5 low pay symbols. The slot also features Quickhit, Collect, Wild and Scatter symbols.

The “Quickhit Money” symbols which appear on reels 1, 2, 3 & 4 display a multiplier amount from 1x
to 1000x (The Grand Jackpot). The Player is awarded an immediate win as shown on each Quickhit
symbol when the “Monkey” quickhit collect symbol appears on reel 5 together with at least one
“Quickhit Money” symbol. the player can collect as many “Quickhit Money” symbols as appear in
view.

There is a “Hidden Tiger” wild symbol on reels 2, 3 and 4 that substitutes all regular symbols, a
“Golden Tiger” Scatter symbol that appears on reels 2, 3 & 4 awarding 10 freespins or retriggers if
you have 3 in view.

How To Play 
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Select your coin denomination

Press the Spin button to start the game

How to Calculate Payline Wins 

To calculate your total payline win, calculate all payline wins and add them together.

To calculate a single payline win, count the number of identical symbols lined up in sequence
on the line starting from the leftmost reel.

If three or more symbols are lined up �nd the value for that winning combination of symbols in
the paytable.

For all symbols for 2 in a row, 3 in a row, 4 in a row and �ve in a row. Only the highest winning
combination per line is paid out.

If the winning combination starts with three wilds, there can be many ways to interpret the
win. In this scenario, only the highest win combination is paid out.

After the Free Spins round is completed, all wins are added to any win from the game that
activated the Free Spins.

There can be a discrepancy between the sum of the individual wins in collection Free Spins
from what is displayed in the total win end screen. The total win end screen displays the �nal
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rounded win.

The maximum payout of this slot machine is (2000x max bet). Any wins in excess of this
amount will be instead limited to this maximum payout.
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Game menus

Game Panel

Expand this image

Balance - Displays the player’s account balance.A -

Bet - Displays the player’s total bet per spin.B -

Win - Displays the player’s total win amount for the current single spin.C -
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Bet Value - The plus and minus buttons alter the bet value by either increasing or decreasing
the number displayed which corresponds to the player’s home currency.

D -

Turbo mode - Toggle between normal, turbo and super turbo spin modes to adjust the spin
speed of the video slot reels.

E -

Autoplay - Players can make the game play without pressing the spin button each time.
Choose the number of rounds to Autoplay by pressing the Autoplay button. Then choose a
total loss limit and press the button to con�rm and start spins. You may also choose to stop the
Autoplay if your single spin win exceeds a particular amount. During Autoplay the Autoplay
button indicates how many spins are remaining from the number of rounds the player
selected to play.

F -

Spin button - Starts the game When the reels are spinning pressing the spin button again will
stop the reels immediately.

G -
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